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Summary of 
Webinar,  Part 1

Inequities today exist 
because of the impact of 

historical oppression

Inequities are maintained 
through systems, 

structures and mindsets 
that perpetuate 

disadvantages stemming 
from the past. 

Addressing current 
sources of inequities 

alone will not achieve 
equity

Equity is not just an 
outcome but is also the 

process required to get to 
that outcome

That process requires 
transformation in 

individuals, teams, 
organizations, networks, 

society

Equity requires a long 
term, ongoing process 
that changes how we 

think, make decisions and 
act

Equity is a complex 
outcome that will not be 

achieved via simple, 
individual or 

programmatic action 
alone

Equity requires building 
the structures that 

promote and support it.



Summary of 
Webinar Part 1:

Critique of 
Current 
Approaches

Piecemeal, not holistic

Actions are Not equity framed (and do not 
address historical trauma or intersectionality)

Lack of  appropriate skill and capacity for 
equity framed action

Limited robustness

Lack of vision of what we are aiming for

Not sustainable e.g. via permanent structures 
and ways of doing





*Tools, Concepts 
and 
Frameworks 
that 
Address the 
Complexity of 
Building Equity*

Community Power-building and partnership

Ecosystem mapping

Equity in all policies and practice (EiAP)

Stages of Equity capacity—for self-assessment and targeting 
training

Build a Collaborative equity capacity building infrastructure

Use an Equity Framework --R4P– An equity 
framework/checklist/bundle

Universal Design

Implementation Science: using PRISM –E framework for structuring 
change to support equity

Evaluation-Process and Outcomes



Understanding 
the tools, 
concepts and 
frameworks

What is it?

Why/how is it critical to 
achieving equity?

Example/ Illustration



(1) Community 
Powerbuilding and 
Engagement
What is it?

• Community Power-building

• Needs to occur before engagement

• Ensures communities have the space, time and resources to learn, ideate, 
create before coming “to the table”

• Public health personnel prepare for a meeting by learning, studying, talking to 
peers; we need to afford the same opportunity for community

• Community Engagement



Community Power-building and Engagement

Illustration



Community Power-building and Engagement

Why is it critical to achieving equity?

• “Never about us without us…”

• In order to understand the nuances of community life, the complexities, intersectionalities, potential stressors 
and adverse collateral consequences, you need to be in constant collaboration with community. Community 
members who experience  inequities are in the best position to understand what will work and what will not

• This is how we ensure we are “doing it right” with the least collateral adverse impacts

• If you do not meet the needs of the most vulnerable, equity will not be achieved. 



(2) Ecosystem Mapping
What is it?

•

•



Ecosystem in PH

• A diagram  that maps all the conditions that need to exist in any community to support health and 
achieve specific health outcomes

• “All”—There are rarely “magic bullets”. Outcomes are achieved  through multiple factors working 
together. A holistic approach is more effective than piecemeal.

• “Conditions”—Connotes systems and structural changes that are permanent and that stop 
production of new risk exposure for everyone vs. a temporary program that remediates risks one 
person at a time.

• “Community”—Place based work is focused on improving conditions  for health of a community. 
The  community is the target of intervention, not individuals.



Ecosystem Map
Why critical to Equity?

• Equity is a complex outcome

• Equity requires: 

• Doing the right things

• Doing ALL of the right things simultaneously

• Doing them right

• Doing the right things right for ALL people

• There are usually multiple entities working toward equity and health in a community

• Navigating this complexity requires a MAP and intentional oversight



Ecosystem Map
Example: Breastfeeding Ecosystem



(3) Equity in All Policies 
(EiAP)
What is it?
• Based on Health in All Policies (HiAP) movement, circa 2006

• An organizational approach to decision-making that ensures that all 
policies, procedures, rules, regulations, funding, decisions, etc….are 
designed, implemented and evaluated to address the needs of the 
most vulnerable, particularly in the populations that experience health 
disparities.

• This includes assessing needs of populations experiencing disparities, 
assessing potential adverse collateral consequences of proposed 
solutions, and designing and choosing solutions that promote equity



Equity in All Policies (EiAP)
What is it?

• An organizational approach to decision-making that ensures that all 
policies, procedures, rules, regulations, funding, decisions, etc….are 
designed, implemented and evaluated to address the needs of the 
most vulnerable, particularly in the populations that experience health 
disparities.

• This includes assessing needs of populations experiencing disparities, 
assessing potential adverse collateral consequences of proposed 
solutions, and designing and choosing solutions that pro

”

“..make informed 
decisions about the 
health, equity, and 
sustainability 
consequences of 
various policy 
options.”

Ohio DOH on purpose of HEiAP



Equity in All Policies (EiAP)
Why is it critical to equity?

• The goal of equity training is to ensure that EiAP is the DNA of every organization.

• In order for equity to be achieved, equity needs to be promoted and supported in every aspect of society, every organization,
every decision, every person, every action, every thought.

• Equity is a way of doing, a guiding framework, a process and not just an outcome. 

• Equity is distinct from Equality

• Like a recipe book , EiAP holds the instructions for ensuring that actions always promote,  support, but never inhibit-- equity.

• EiAP means making EQUITY the DNA of your organizational operations



Equity in All Policies (EiAP)
Example
• Systematically assess policies and procedures to determine if there are differential impacts and/or adverse collateral 

impacts

• Systematically assess characteristics of your organization’s operational infrastructure to determine how to restructure 
to ensure equity in all policies:

• Who you have Relationships with

• How Resources are allocation vis-à-vis populations experiencing health disparities

• Diversity of workforce

• Power and Authority/decisionmaking

• Policies, procedures, rules, regulations (do they disproportionately disadvantage some populations?)

• Physical environment

Example: Even if you “allow” workforce to focus on inequities, do you adequately fund and provide resources and 
personnel adequate to the task?



(4) Stages of Equity Capacity
What is it?

• In order to make equity the DNA of all organizations, people within organizations must have the capacity to conceptualize 
and implement EiAP

• Equity capacity is having and using skills to actively and intentionally implement equity-framed processes to promote equity 
in all policies.  These skills are not a traditional part of organizational culture and must become learned behaviors.

• “Stages of equity capacity”-- conceived to explain why equity trainings often do not result in concrete and effective action to 
achieve equity, and why some participants in equity training reject the content of anti-racism trainings

• Stages of equity capacity is loosely based on Prochaska’s Stages of Change framework.  Prochaska has found that people 
who have successfully made positive change in their lives go through five specific stages: precontemplation, contemplation, 
preparation, action, and maintenance 



Stages of Equity Capacity
Example

Equity Stages of Change

Level Name Description
1. Awareness—Understand that inequity exists

2. Compassion--Connected more than intellectually to the work of equity

3. Individual action--Ready to act to increase equity capacity

4. Team Action—Part of a team that has begun to implement equity in action (Level at which AIM bundle 
development and implementation can begin)

5. Structural change at the Department Level--(to support departmental equity actions)

6. Structural changes at Organizational level-- to support and sustain equity actions 

7. Sustained organizational restructuring and maintenance --to support equity over the long term and 
disseminate equity throughout networks to which your organization belongs (Highest designation level, 
work to sustain equity is ongoing) 



Stages of Equity Capacity

Why is it critical to achieving equity?

• People within organizations are at different 
stages of understanding and readiness for 
change

• Need a systematic way to ease people to a 
high level of equity capacity while 
respecting where they are; while 
acknowledging that change is inevitable and 
necessary to achieve equity (Structural and 
behavioral change is hard!)



Stages of Equity Capacity
Why is it critical to achieving equity?

• The goal is to build an ecosystem and 
implement its components equitably for 
all.  This is social change

• Equitable Social Change occurs when all 
sectors are involved and working 
together with an equity DNA

• Sector change requires all organizations 
in that sector act from an equity DNA

• Organizational change requires that all 
personnel in an organization have the 
capacity to promote and support and 
never inhibit equity

• Individuals and teams promote and 
support equity when they have 
developed the functional capacity to do 
so



Self-Assessed Measure of Racial Equity Capacity 
(SAMREC-beta)

•

•

•

•

•

•



SELF-ASSESSED MEASURE OF RACIAL 
EQUITY CAPACITY (SAMREC) BETA version



(5) Community Equity Capacity-Building 
Structure
What is it?



Community Equity Capacity-Building Structure
Why is it critical to achieving equity?

• Equity capacity building at higher upstream levels will have wider and more sustained impact 
in communities

• Equity capacity building is an ongoing process, needs a sustained structure in communities

• Most organizations cannot afford to set up capacity –building/training structures on their own. 
Collaboration and resource sharing with other organizations allows building a structure that is 
sustainable and that can facilitate multiple stages of training



Community Equity Capacity-Building Structure

Example: NHSA’s AIM CCI Proposed Equity Capacity Building Structure
Sequential Training Model

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



(6) Equity Framework
What is it?

• FRAMEWORK: A visual map that compiles what is known and unknown about how an 
outcome comes to be

• framework can function as an invaluable organizing tool, focal point, mental map and 
blueprint  to help understand something

• This understanding, when applied to factors contributing to an outcome, is invaluable for 
making determinations about how to intervene to accelerate achievement of an outcome

• EQUITY FRAMEWORK:A visual map that compiles what is known and unknown about what 
causes inequities and how to achieve equity
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• framework can function as an invaluable organizing tool, focal point, mental map and 
blueprint  to help understand something
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Causal Frameworks



• WHO CSDH Action 
Framework for SDOH





Equity Framework
Example: R4P

• R4P is one example of an equity implementation framework

• It can function as a checklist, a bundle,  a guide for dialogue with communities; an 
equity QI framework

• R4P is based on the literature of what causes inequities, translated into an easy rubric 
for intervention to achieve equity

• R4P can also identify metrics for evaluation of progress toward equity



Crosswalk Between Inequity  Causal Framework and R4P 
Implementation Framework

• Unique Risk Action req. to Reduce Risk



Equity Framework
Example: R4P



(7) Universal Design
What is it?

•

•

•

•



Universal Design

•

•

•

•

•



Principles of Universal Design
•

•



Universal Design
Why is it critical to achieving Equity?

• Without universal design, privilege  is afforded to some while others are disadvantaged. This is counter 
to the pursuit of equity.

• Universal design helps to  ensure design and implementation strategies address unique limitations 
imposed by intersectionality (unique risks created from disadvantage from multiple intersecting sources; 
e.g.  RACExCLASSxGender= low income AND single parent, AND experience racism)

• Intersectionality factors heavily in health inequities

• INTERSECTIONAL Risk is MORE THAN multiplicative, not additive—IT IS A DIFFERENT ANIMAL 
ALTOGETHER

• Addressing only one vector of disadvantage does not always meet the need
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Universal Design
Example

•

•

•

•



(8) Implementation Science
What is it?



Implementation Science
Why is it critical to achieve equity?

• This is the scientific part that informs“how to do it right”

• Multiple strategies, tactics, approaches are needed 
simultaneously to navigate to equity.  Implementation 
science can help to diagram how to get the pieces to fit 
together smoothly and coherently



Implementation Science
Example: PRISM-E  Implementation Model



Implementation Science
Example: PRISM-E  Implementation Model



Implementation Science
Example: PRISM-E  Implementation Model



(9) Evaluation

•



Crosswalk Between
Limitations  of Current 

Approaches and 
Recommended Strategies

Critique of Current 
Approach

Recommended Actions

Piecemeal, not holistic • Ecosystem,
• Community power building 

and engagement
• Partnerships

Actions are Not equity framed

(and do not address history or 
intersectionality)

• Equity framework
• Equity in all Policies (EiaP)
• Universal Design
• Community power building 

and engagement

Lack of  appropriate skill and 
capacity for equity framed 
action

• Stages of Equity capacity
• Capacity building

Limited robustness • Monitoring and Evaluation

Lack of vision of what we are 
aiming for

• Ecosystem map

Not sustainable e.g. via 
permanent structures and 
ways of doing

• Infrastructure building
• Implementation science



Development of an Evidence Base

Evaluate what is currently done

Outcomes achieved and sustained

Outcomes not achieved or sustained

Reconceptualize the problem and solution approach

Propose new conceptual approach

Implement New Approach

Evidence 
base defined

LEARN



Evaluation: 
What impacts are possible given the level of 
commitment you are willing to undertake



Type of Investment Determines Possible Outcomes

•

•



Potential for Impact on Populations depends on who
you target for transformative change: 

•

•

•

•

•

Increased population impact



Knowledge & Attitudes Practice/Behavior Community/population Impacts

Short term

Medium Term

Long term
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Not LikelyNot Likely

Not Likely

Not Likely

Community reports of increased Quality,
Respect, Agency, feel heard

Population health outcomes, 
including equity
begin to  emerge

Community reports of increased Quality,
Respect, Agency, feel heard, Improved
contexts of lived lives

Type 
Activity

Duration of impacts:

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES:
Changes in:Changes in:

X*

X*

X



VKH Consulting, LLC; Vijaya K. Hogan, Principal Consultant



Practice and Behavioral Change Indicators
• Individual and organizational preparedness for taking advantage of emergent opportunities to support equity
•
Organizational Change Indicators
• Individual and organizational preparedness for taking advantage of emergent opportunities to support equity
• Organizational equity vision developed, integrated into mission
• Equity vision understood and visible throughout org
• Lead for equity oversight assigned, working coalition developed/
• Equity Accountability structures installed
• Obstacles to equity systematically discussed and addressed as priority
• Organization builds: 

• QI structures to support equity
• Reward and HR structures linked to equity
• Increased resources to support equity
• Increased organizational capacity for equity

• Changes in: 
• Organizational and partner Policies, practices, rules, resource flows, 
• relationships,  power dynamics, community partnerships, decision making processes, 
• population narratives, opportunity structures relating to support of equity 

Community Change Indicators (Medium Term) 
• Community reports of increased quality, respect, agency, feeling heard

Community and Population Change Indicators (Long Term) 
• Emerging community ecosystem of health- supporting conditions and resources being built
• Population Health improvements
• Increases in Equity in health outcomes
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SUMMARY

We have not made much progress toward 
achieving equity because our approaches to it are 
not systematic, nor do they make use of the 
bodies of generated knowledge we have at our 
disposal now.

 It is long past time to reimagine and 
fundamentally transform how we approach the 
achievement of equity

 The concepts presented today are meant to 
inspire this reimagining and to convey the 
urgency of using appropriate knowledge to guide 
us



SUMMARY



Q&A, Comments  and 
Discussion
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